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SEPTEMBER 2003. A Sunday morning (was it really a Sunday?). Galileo Galilei airport,
Pisa. I remember saying goodbye between tears to Annalisa and Andrea, who had taken

me there. Then, a flight to England. Everything started there, the long path that now is reach-
ing its end, my PhD. It started with a SAURON meeting in Oxford. I was basically thrown
directly in medias res. I thought that it would have been impossible. I thought that I would
have never managed to finish. I thought that it would have taken 10, 15 years.

And instead you see, now I am here.
Four years have gone, something more. A lot of work, a lot of life. A lot of different

experiences. People lost, people found.
Living and working abroad is not easy, not at the beginning, not even at the end. Un-

expected things can happen. For example when, in the first days after your arrival, you are
preparing your breakfast, planning to smear some honey on your bread... and you discover
at your own expenses that what you had bought was not honey... it was marmite! So... many
different things to get used to. Different people, different languages, homesickness, and of
course the habit of biking all the time, with any weather and at any hour. It is a challenge that
teaches you a lot about people, about feelings, about life, and most of all about yourself. In
all of this, doing a PhD represents an extra-challenge. Completing a PhD Thesis requires a
major effort, self-discipline, resistance to stress. But most of all, it requires a huge amount of
work. If one was alone in all of this, it would be even harder than it is. Many many people
besides the author contribute, in one or another way, to a PhD Thesis. A PhD also represents
a rather significant amount of time in one person’s life. During that time one does not only
develop him/herself as a scientist, but also as a person. Many people not related to science
and to the actual work deserve also an acknowledgement.

First of all, I would like to thank my supervisor, promotor, advisor, boss... let’s just call
him Reynier. He surprised me and amazed me even before I met him, by offering to drive my
luggage from England to the Netherlands after the famous SAURON meeting. Of course he
was not aware of the amount of luggage... but I thought he had to be one of the nicest people
on Earth. Thanks for giving me the possibility to come here and experience a different reality
than the one I was used to, thanks for believing in me. Thanks for guiding me in my scientific
growth, for pushing me when it was needed, also when I did not want to be pushed, because
in the end it (almost) always turned out that you were right. Thanks for leaving me alone,
sometimes, so I could explore different possibilities and do mistakes, but always keeping an
eye on me, so I was not going to do real disasters... Thanks for always understanding all
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the surrounding problems also, not directly related to work, and for respecting them, and for
always helping with all practical issues. Thanks for always caring of how things were going,
for always being fair and for teaching me to be fair, but also to always make my point. And
thanks for all the help in the the last busy months! I do not know yet which my path through
life will be, but I will make a treasure of what I learnt here.

Thanks to the members of the reading committee, Scott, Tim, Torsten, who had the ‘luck’
to be bothered by me and by my manuscript. I guess we will have to talk some more about it
during my defense.

And now I am a bit embarrassed. I do not know how to do. There are two people I need
to thank and I do not really know who to put first! Richard and Jesus (or Jesus and Richard),
your help and support during these years have been invaluable. I think that without you and
your constant presence this Thesis would not exist. Thank you so much for all the email
exchanges, sometimes frenetic, for all the phone calls, for your patience, for all your help,
that often went beyond the merely astronomical issues. You so many times rescued me from
a very miserable status... I learnt so much from you, and I think it was very fortunate that
you happened to be within a one-day trip distance. I think you both have a quality that I do
appreciate very much in people, which is the respect for work. I wish you and your families
all the best, wherever in the world you are going to be. I honestly think that you, guys, are
just great.

A very special thank goes also to Glenn, whose help in the last stressful months has been
extremely precious. Thank you for always answering quickly, for always guaranteeing your
support, despite your baby came in the middle of my Chapter 5, for understanding that I had
to finish, for being so precise and detailed in your comments.

Thanks to all the members -full and associates- of the SAURON team: the support from
the team and the help from all the members has been for me of primary importance. I believe
that working within an international collaboration at the early stage of a researcher’s carrier
is very useful: from one side, it provides a ‘safe’ environment, but from the other side it is
very stimulating and it teaches you a lot about how to efficiently work in a team. Coming to
the SAURON meetings was always extremely useful. And many times you were able to make
it also very pleasant. So thanks to Tim, Roger, Roland, Michele, Davor, Eric, Richard, Jesus,
Harald, Marc, Glenn, Martin, Anne-Marie, Remco, Millie. A special thank goes to Michele
and to Erik (the mask!! Without you it would have been an even worst nightmare!).

Thanks to the Kapteyn Institute, Leiden Observatory, the Instituto de Astrofisica de Ca-
narias, all the institutes where I have worked and/or from which I received financial support.
In particular, thanks to Tim de Zeeuw and Thijs van der Hulst for helping with the extension
of my scholarship; to Piet van der Kruit for covering the costs of the printing of the colour
maps in the Thesis; to Javier Gorgas, Alexandre Vazdekis and the MAGPOP collaboration
for paying my visit to the IAC in the Autumn 2005.

Kapteyn is a perfect place where to work, at least in my experience. This is someone’s
merit. So thanks to the secretaries at Kapteyn Institute: Jackie, Gineke, Hennie; coming from
the experience of italian bureaucracy, I really appreciated your help, and the nice feeling that
you were actually there to make things easier for us, and not more complicated! Thanks to
the system managers, Martin, Eite and particularly Wim... I have been bothering you for
four years with my silly questions and problems, that you always solved, despite I felt that
sometimes you were teasing me... but I would have deserved much worse! Thank you so
much, you really made things easier. Thanks also to the International Desk, that so many
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times helped solving the various troubles with the Belastingdienst and the issues with the
insurances.

Thanks to the girls, Elif, Stephanie, Isabel, and all their guys. I admire you, each of you
in a different way, for your delicacy and sweetness, your positive attitude, your energy and
friendliness, for your being so beautifully ‘clean’ and simple. I hope so much that we will
be able to keep in touch. Isa, you made the conferences much more fun! And you have been
always able to make me calmer, even in the hardest times. You have always helped without
judging. And I promise, at some point I will come to visit you in Granada!

Thanks to my officemate, Peter. He said that I should write 10 pages on him in my ac-
knowledgements... well, he often says weird things... I must say it took me a little bit to get
used to your weird questions but I think that I got one of the best possible officemates I could
get. And I do understand that having me as an officemate must be instead quite frustrating...
always working too much ... And thank you a lot for the translation of my summary in dutch,
I hope it did not take too much of your time. Thanks to other people in the Institute, for var-
ious reasons: Paolo, Marc Verheijen, Saleem, Renzo, Scott, Giusy, Gert, Thomas, Soroush
(you do not belong here but I did not know where to put you, thanks!).

In the Autumn 2005 I visited the IAC for three months, that ended in the most unexpected
way. Thanks to Alexandre Vazdekis, John Beckman, Marc Balcells, for all the discussions
and for your friendliness. Thanks to the people in the office and to those not in the office,
for being such nice and easy-going people: Noelia, Santiago, Alexandra, Conrado, Adriana.
And thanks to Paolo. For the coffee-breaks, the dinners, thanks because with you I was al-
ways able to whine as much as I wanted, and that felt just great. Thanks because you, with
your irony, made the Delta look almost funny... otherwise I would have thought that it was
a tragedy! Thanks for your simplicity, coherence and honesty, for your friendliness and your
optimism. Thanks because knowing that people like you exist makes me feel better and make
the world appear like a better place.

Thanks to some of the many people that, through the years, alternated in the house in Prof.
Rankestraat: to Lavinia, to the mysterious and handsome Peruvian guy Alfredo (according
to his own definition), to Alessandro, to the german guys; thanks for all the nice moments,
all the glasses of wine, the never-ending complaints on the dutch weather and on the trou-
bles with the PhD. Thanks to Evaristo, Alfredo, Alcibiade, Parmenide, Ruggiero, Ernesto, il
Bestio, Alfredo, Fiorenzo, Fortunio, Ubbo, who always listened to me, without getting angry,
just being always there for me. Thanks to all the people and things that made it nicer to live
in Groningen and in the Netherlands in general. Annette, for being sweet (as the package she
sent shows...), trusting and encouraging; the staff and the people at FF, where I could get rid
of (part of) the stress accumulated in my 14-hours-long working days; Jessica, who actually
made a miracle on me, after more than 20 years...; the ‘Rankecats’ and in particular ‘Il Gatto
coi Baffi’, that made my days sweeter; ‘Osteria da Vinci’, that made me miss ‘home’ a little
bit less, and Transavia, that actually took me home every time I needed.

Let’s go ‘home’ now. Italy. Thanks to my three ‘Pisa girls’. I know that this is a bad
definition, since none of you is from Pisa and only one is still living there... Lisa, Liliana,
Annalisa. I am immensely grateful to you. Through the years, you have always been there.
In the bad and in the good times. I shared with you all of my feelings, the deepest sadness
and the brightest happiness, good news and bad news. I could feel you close, despite we were
apart. Knowing that I could always talk to you made it easier for me to stand the quirks of
life, to find the strength to go on on my way. And from your side... tolerating the stream of
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my emails, the almost tragic ones, the silly ones and the very happy ones, all my soaps and
all my worries... you have been angels! I only wish that I could see you some more. In Riva,
thanks to Paola; I would love to see you more often as well, tell you more, share more. And
thanks to my cousin Sara ‘La Viola’. It is so great that we can be apart so long, but then just
meet and talk like time had not passed.

Thanks to my family. My father, my mother, my aunt, my grandmother. Thanks for your
support and above all thanks for your love. I wish I could be there more, help you more, see
you more, make your days easier and take care of you. Mamma, zia, I am so proud of you,
because in the end you will make it and will come up here for my graduation! Thanks to my
cousin Michela, for travelling with them. Papà, mamma, zia, nonna, grazie. Grazie del vostro
sostegno e soprattutto grazie del vostro amore.

Also thanks to my boyfriend’s family, for their hospitality, their kindness, for loving
someone I love: Nils-Erik, Johanna och Fanny; Lars och Anna-Maria; Anna; Karl-Erik and
especially thanks to Erik och Gun. Tack så mycket!

Now I must thank someone who will maybe never read these lines, someone who through
the years gained my gratitude for all the good he did to me and to my family. I will never
forget that. You have my highest respect and estimate. Thank you for all your unconditioned
help and support, for your trust, for believing in me and in my possibilities and abilities.
Sometimes life is not smooth, sometimes things change. Sometimes things happen. I only
want to say thank you.

And to conclude, thanks to you, Per-Gunnar, my sweetheart, my nordic angel. Thanks
for being on La Palma, those lovely confusing days, that December, almost two years ago, so
I could find what I had been waiting for for a very long time, and I could take the shining gift
that life wanted to give me. Thanks for making every day of my life just so magic, for making
me experience a whole range of emotions. Thanks for all the time spent together, for all nice
things we did, thanks for the storms, and for the colourful rainbows. Thanks for this beautiful,
breath-taking story, this always surprising adventure, thanks for taking the challenge, thanks
for being the wonderful person you are. Thanks for your endless patience in the last stressful
months, for being able to deal with me after my never-ending 14 hours at work, for coming
so much up to Groningen, for making the cover of my Thesis!

Jag tackar dig, och jag är så stolt över dig för att du bestämde dig för att följa ditt hjärta
och komma ner hit, så att vi kunde påbörja vår historia och bli det vackra vi är. Jag är stolt
över dig för att du gjorde allt detta, och ändå fortsatte att sträva efter dina drömmar och aldrig
gav upp. Och nu min kära, våra drömmar, dina och mina, kommer att gå i uppfyllelse på ett
eller annat sätt. Jag tackar dig för veckan i La Palma, för alla helger, för alla resor, till Italien,
till Sverige, för all underbar tid vi har tillbringat tillsammans, för all leende, för all skratt,
även för all gräl, för allt som gjorde oss till det vi är idag. Men framför allt tackar jag dig
för din kärlek, den underbaraste gåvan jag någonsin fått. Jag älskar dig, min ljuva svenska
älskling.

And again, above all, thanks for your love. And what else, amore? What will happen,
well, let me use those three words, those three little words that we both love and hate since
the very beginning, since before the beginning. What will happen, we will see, amore, no?

Now it is really finished. It has been hard, but it is done.

Katia Ganda, Groningen, October 2007




